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Introduction
Candidates and their teachers are to be congratulated on their hard work in preparation for
this first examination of the new AS Specification. The vast majority of candidates appeared
to have been well prepared, with achievement right across the range including stimulating
and rewarding work of the highest quality. Candidates had engaged thoughtfully with the
texts and appeared to have enjoyed the demanding course. Centres had, on the whole, been
successful in guiding candidates to address the assessment objectives for each section and
examiners saw few incomplete or less able scripts.
This paper presented candidates with a number of challenges. Taken together, the two
sections required them to address all of the assessment objectives. In Section A, the
challenge required candidates to respond to a named poem from a study of a wide ranging
contemporary anthology and to select a second poem for comparison with reference to
a given theme. For Section B, the challenge was to construct a coherent response to
proposition, holding in balance the need to address four assessment objectives. Candidates
responded well in the main, and appeared to have judged their time sensibly in the light of
the higher mark allocation to Section B.
Examiners based their judgements on marking grids which should have become familiar to
centres from the two sets of sample papers released by Edexcel. These proved easy to use,
helpful and concise. Teachers could share these with candidates, exploring the significance
of key level discriminators in the light of both the sample answers already released and the
extracts from candidate responses in this report.
Section A
Most candidates had clearly prepared the poems thoroughly. Many had clearly taken
advantage of the supporting resources provided – though candidates should be reminded
that this is intended to support their preparation rather than provide suggested answers.
The more able work indicated that candidates had taken time in the examination to consider
the named poem carefully in the light of the topic in the question and then chosen their
accompanying poem with care. Less able answers appeared to be based on the selection of
a second poem the candidates were most comfortable with, without regard to the specific
focus, for example choosing a poem for Question 1 that did not really contain a ‘memorable
character’, or a poem for Question 2 that hardly dealt with a ‘disturbing event or situation’.
The more able responses combined commentary on what the poem was about, in relation
to the question, with commentary on the poets’ use of language and poetic techniques.
Some candidates seemed intent on demonstrating their knowledge of features such as
alliteration and enjambement without really indicating what such features were being used
to convey, or demonstrating the features from the text and the effects created. Other
candidates, obviously trained in the comparison of texts, produced detailed comparison of
language features without an overarching argument. A number of candidates produced a
very mechanistic linguistic analysis, often focusing minutely on the use of punctuation, or
drawing wide conclusions from a few words which were proclaimed to be a lexical field. The
latter often drew conclusions from their analysis which do not seem to have been based on
a proper reading or understanding of the whole text, for instance proclaiming Fantasia on a
Theme of James Wright to be ‘a romanticised history of the life of miners’.
Section B
Here too most candidates appeared well prepared on the texts. The marking grids make
clear that answers are assessed separately on candidates’ understanding of the play and
the writer’s craft (AOs 1 and 2) and on their awareness of the significance of context and
different interpretations (AOs 3 and 5). Candidates with a good grasp of the plot and
characters in their plays were often challenged by the requirement to combine informed
exploration with contextual references and alternative readings and interpretations.
Responses ranged from virtually no reference to AO3 and AO5 through the insertion of
isolated comments to the integration of well-chosen references into the flow of wellbalanced arguments. The most able answers fully incorporated references to context and
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alternative interpretations with AO2 detail – and made it clear that they were dealing with
drama and not just a narrative or character study.
Whilst knowledge and understanding of the historical, social or biographical background to
a play can on its own inform the interpretation, an ‘evaluative approach’ (Level 5) really
requires detailed engagement either with the methods a writer has used to comment on,
reflect or challenge their society or with the ways in which the writing has been shaped by
their experiences.
The drama questions all began with a quotation intended to help candidates address
different interpretations, emphasised by the wording ‘in the light of this comment, explore…’.
Many candidates failed to take full advantage of this by responding to the ideas set out in
the question in full, such as the reference to ‘the excitement and clamour’ in Question 9.
Some candidates clearly felt that they needed to introduce either named critic or critical
schools with references to viewing the play through a feminist or Marxist ‘lens’, for example.
This was successful if the critic or critical school was carefully chosen and related directly
to relevant details in the text – otherwise the comments tended to be general (Level 2)
and could distract from the coherence of the argument. It proved possible for candidates
to construct successful arguments by responding to the quotation alone, considering
alternative interpretations, audience responses and other aspects. Effective debates do not
have to go into great detail about opposing views; candidates can agree or disagree with the
comment in the question so long as they support their discussion from the play.
The specification separates the plays into tragedies and comedies and some candidates
took this as an indication that they should refer to aspects such as Aristotelian ideas
about tragedy. In fact, only one question (Question 3) made explicit reference to tragedy;
Question 11’s use of ‘delightful’ could be taken as an invitation to consider comedy. While
it can help if candidates consider aspects such as the causes of conflict, the reasons for a
character’s downfall or the creation of comic effects, attempts to impose such frameworks
in the abstract rarely succeeded in practice; they would be more successful addressing
themselves to the specific topic in the question.
The comments and tips on individual questions include many that apply more widely to
study of drama for this paper. It is hoped that teachers will find these useful, whichever
plays they are teaching.
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Question 1
This was the less popular choice in Section A, either because candidates felt deterred by
the length of Out of the Bag or perhaps because they felt less confident about the choice of
another poem about ‘memorable characters’. Candidates should remember that a long poem
is not necessarily more difficult than a short one and, perhaps more importantly, blanket
coverage of any poem is not in itself a virtue; indeed, judicious selection of material for
comment is worthy of credit. The question asked for consideration of memorable characters,
and the more able responses selected and structured local detail from the poem. All
candidates showed basic understanding; many explained in some detail the poetic methods
used to present the doctor; the most able addressed the more demanding conceptual
features of the poem, such as the parallels drawn between doctor and poet. Effects and
Material were the most popular companion poems, offering plentiful opportunities for
comparison through the themes of family, seniority and memory.
Many candidates limited their explorations to the first part of Heaney's poem. There was
general understanding of the poem and candidates discussed how parents might avoid
telling the truth of the facts of life/where babies really come from, then made use of the
idea of the child’s imagination filling in gaps of misunderstanding and creating something
quite horrific. Good references were made to key lines by way of evidence to support
assertions particularly of the description of the bag and of the body parts in the Doctor’s
‘laboratory’. More able answers gave a clear overview of the whole poem without needing to
go through every stanza.
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Examiner Comments

The response begins clearly, and indicates an attempt to keep
both poems in view. The choice of A Minor Role might have
been successful, though already it appears that the poem has
not been fully understood, and the relationship of the 'voice of
the narrator' to the patient in Fanthorpe's poem is confused.
Comments so far are general, with some sense of the content
of the poems but no text in support. Reference to 'the form of
a novel' indicates some uncertainty about genre. There was a
better grasp of some aspects of each poem later in the essay,
but not sufficient to raise this above the middle of Level 2.

Examiner Tip

•C
 andidates should support their points by frequent
reference to and quotation from, the poems.
•A
 void the use of abbreviations for titles; more
able answers often make specific reference to the
significance of the titles, as these will have been
chosen by the poets with care.

6
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For comparison, this is the opening page of a secure Level 4 response. 'The Lammas
Hireling' is a good choice to accompany 'Out of the Bag', allowing the candidate to make
comparisons on matters of technique and at a thematic level.
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Examiner Comments

The response opens with a confident overview of
both poems, establishing the argument and the
basis for comparison from the start. Expression
is sophisticated and there is a clear sense of the
candidate setting out to explore the poems afresh
in the light of the examination question. Points
are supported by neatly integrated quotation.

Examiner Tip

References to techniques such as enjambement or,
as here, caesura, need to be supported by precise
illustration of where the device occurs and comment
on the effect. This is best achieved by quotation of
one or more lines, properly set out as verse.

8
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Question 2
As for Question 1, the key word was kept clearly in view by the vast majority of candidates.
Both understanding and personal engagement were evident in outlining the content of the
poem, though candidates sometimes failed to pin down just what was ‘disturbing’ in the
poems. While all reacted with disgust to the morality of Kerala, very few recognised the
restrained and subtle irony in the reference to America’s perception of its own values. There
was also a danger that candidates got onto the hobby horse of ‘the treatment/objectification
of women’. While this obviously has some relevance, it sometimes led candidates away from
a close examination of the text.
Often the poems were clearly understood and the responses securely in Level 3 but there
was insufficient detail and exploration of AO2 to push them to the next level. One impressive
candidate, in contrast, noted how the women lie down ‘for’ rather than ‘with’ their men.
Such tiny points can reveal a wealth of understanding and circumspection, and should be
encouraged by teachers.
The switches between locations and the varying stanza lengths provided useful material for
comments on structure. As in Question 1, however, this aspect was handled least well. Many
candidates had clearly been advised to write about form and structure but rarely was there
any meaningful comment on how this created meaning and candidates sometimes attributed
meaning to form that was spurious. More able responses used frequent and integrated
poetic terminology throughout, showing a very good grasp of the construction of the poems.

This is taken from a candidate's development of the argument. The poem for comparison is
Ford's Giuseppe, a common choice which many students used to good effect.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate makes effective use of neatly embedded
quotation, moving fluently between the poems to
develop the comparison. This was part of a secure
Level 4 response; as often, there was potential to move
to Level 5 with fuller development of the exploration
within an overview of the theme and of each poem.

Examiner Tip

Encourage candidates to take opportunities to relate
specific details to the poem as a whole; here, the
mention of the 'woman's dehumanisation' could have
been developed by reference to other aspects such as
her 'wedding ring' and the actions of the priest.
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Question 3
Most responses to Marlowe indicated a good level of understanding and often produced
strong arguments, supported by relevant context. Less able responses tended, as
throughout Section B, to be limited to simplistic assertions about the beliefs of the time
on topics such as religious belief. Examiners saw some strong use of recent productions to
support examination of different interpretations.
Not all candidates were able to use the quotation to frame their essay, but more able
answers included the notion of tragedy within their response to help structure their essays.

12
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Examiner Comments

These are the opening pages of an
assured Level 5 answer. Although the
expression is a little convoluted at first,
the candidate reveals a discriminating
grasp of both context and interpretations,
supported by well integrated quotation
and details from the text. Context is
explored from both a social and literary
perspective and good use is made of the
play seen in performance to consider the
responses of a modern audience.

14
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Examiner Tip

The candidate uses a critical quotation
as an integral part of the argument,
elaboration on the point made by
exploring specific details in the text.
(It is helpful if critics are named,
though dates are not essential.)

Question 4
Mostly candidates answered well, although the question did lead some to adopt a narrative
approach, or throw as much context as they could remember at the answer. More able
candidates could analyse and explore the relationship between Faustus and Mephistopheles,
and how the audience might react.
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Examiner Comments

This extract is taken from an answer which often dwells
on historical context at the expense of addressing the
question. The contextual information could have been
made much more relevant if it were linked to details
from the play. Later in the extract the response is more
focused, with a specific reference to the question and
some potentially useful critical comment with some
support from the text. This helped justify Level 3 marks
for each pair of assessment objectives.

Examiner Tip

Encourage candidates to relate each contextual or
critical reference to specific details from the play.
Avoid abbreviations for characters’ names – candidates
need to adopt a register appropriate to academic
discussion rather than notes.
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Question 5
This question was mostly answered well by the relatively small number who attempted it,
with more able candidates could evaluate whether it was a love story, and how this may
be interpreted by Webster’s contemporaries and by a more modern audience. Less able
candidates often failed to consider alternative viewpoints in their answers.

18
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Question 6
More able candidates could engage with the idea of a ‘brutal examination’ and consider
if it was concerned more with ‘domestic’ or ‘political’ power. Less able candidates relied
too much on describing on where the power lay but had little to say about how Webster
presented it. They also struggled to engage with the debate and so failed to address AO5
adequately. Context was often limited to the corruption of James I’s court.
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Examiner Comments

This extract, approximately the final third of the
answer, demonstrates consistent use of both context
and critical views supported from the text. Several
characters are considered, and the reference to ‘a
feminist reading’ is made directly relevant by the
discussion of the Duchess’s death. The candidate is not
afraid to write ‘in my opinion’ as part of the argument,
though a critic is also cited elsewhere. This essay was
securely in Level 4 for both parts of the marking grid.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should not be afraid to
voice their own opinions.
As with discussion of critics or critical
theories, any comments should be
supported from the text.
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Question 7
The relatively small number of candidates attempting questions on this play appeared
to have a good grasp of the background. Answers were well-informed if not always fully
developed; sometimes the descriptions of the context crowded out discussion of the text
and of the question.

Examiner Comments

This first page of the response
illustrates the kind of generalised,
narrative-based response that would
only be awarded a Level 2 mark if the
lack of textual detail were sustained.

22
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Examiner Tip

Encourage candidates to be as specific as
possible; Friel states quite clearly that the
play takes place in 'Summer 1878'.
Each paragraph should have specific
textual reference in support.

By way of contrast, the opening paragraphs of this answer anchor the discussion firmly in
the text.
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Examiner Comments

The opening paragraphs of this answer show
a candidate who is not afraid to challenge the
premise of the question, while at the same
time ensuring that there is detailed discussion
of the key words. In contrast to the first
example, the historical context is precisely
established by the date in the first sentence.
The contextual references are shown to arise
naturally for examination of details in the
play, such as the falcon and ‘Con’s resistance
to Richard’s degrading research’.
Sustaining this balance of discussion, context
and textual detail ensured Level 5 marks for
both sections of the grid.

24
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Examiner Tip

Candidates should be encouraged to
plan carefully and keep the question in
view throughout their answers.

Question 8
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Examiner Comments

This extract from a high Level 4 response
illustrates good use being made of stage
directions to address the question through the
ways Friel creates the character of Margaret.
Contextual information is integrated into the
developing discussion.

Examiner Tip

Reference to aspects such as stage
directions is an effective way to demonstrate
understanding of the dramatist at work.
Using the writer’s name in phrases like ‘Friel
presents Margaret...’ shows awareness that
the character is a literary construct.

26
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Question 9
A Streetcar Named Desire
was by far the most popular Section B choice as it offers dramatic excitement, emotional
engagement and plentiful opportunities for candidates to demonstrate their critical skills.
Even those with the most limited literary acumen often found something interesting to say.
This was the more popular question on the play. Vulnerability was a quality that the
candidates were keen to talk about, in particular, of course, in the character of Blanche
but most also mentioned Stella and Stanley; Mitch and Alan Grey were less commonly
considered. There were many thoughtful considerations of Stella’s sexuality and socioeconomic position, Mitch’s feminine side and Stanley’s ancestry and lack of education. Fewer
candidates made much of ‘excitement and clamour’, an invitation to consider the dramatic
variety of the play.
Context was sometimes a problem here – either too little or not enough, and some of it
inaccurate. A number of candidates seemed to think New Orleans was in the North and for
some the American Civil War seemed only just to have ended, so that Stanley was the North
versus the South, represented by Blanche. More able responses incorporated knowledge
of post Second World War American society sensitively but there was also a great deal of
biographical material on Williams and his family, some of which was appropriately used to
strengthen the argument, some of which was not.
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Examiner Comments

This is the opening of an assured answer which
makes good use of embedded quotation to
support the exploration of vulnerable characters.
There is reference to stage directions in support
of the argument. However, there is scant
reference to contextual aspects here beyond
'her old South mentality'. Later the candidate
claims Williams makes no reference to 'context
around the world', although more than one
character mentions war service. These missed
opportunities mean that although the response
was able to gain a Level 4 mark for AOs 1 and 2,
for AOs 3 and 5 the mark was in Level 3.

28
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Examiner Tip

In Section B, AO2 features are there
to support, clarify and develop the
argument. A response which is
structured largely around literary
features will struggle to do this.
Context was often the weakest
feature in Section B responses;
candidates should aim to include
contextual references early on in
their answers.

Question 10
This question was handled capably by the majority of candidates. A number, however,
misread the wording to refer to ‘death and morality’ – though this was not necessarily an
issue when they had managed to link death to a lack of morality.
While death of some sort pervades the play, some candidates took effective issue with
the terms of the question: Blanche, though a tragic figure, does not die; a child is born; a
marriage is saved; an old world is dead, but a new one is in the making. Candidates should
never be afraid to challenge.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate here develops the argument
by reference to the context Williams uses,
supported by appropriate embedded
quotations. There is some tendency to
generalise, however, including an example
of a rather unconvincing reference to the
Civil War. The clear argument throughout
the answer placed the response securely
at the top of Level 3 for each section of the
marking grid.
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Examiner Tip

To move into the higher level,
candidates need to develop specific
contextual references as well as
engaging in close discussion of the
proposition in the question.

Question 11
The Importance of Being Earnest was the second most popular play choice on the paper.
Most candidates were able to engage with this question and to the debate of whether Cecily
was either delightful or superficial. There were some effective challenges to the proposition,
finding a will of iron behind the façade of triviality. Less able candidates focused on a few
narrative details; more able responses included relevant contextual factors and analysis to
provide effective answers.
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Question 12
This, the more popular question on the play, was generally answered well. Candidates
understood how ‘secrets and lies’ drove the plot and how this was used to create humour;
contextually this was often quite neatly linked to Wilde’s own double life. There was (as with
Tennessee Williams) a tendency for less able candidates to include excessive biography and
reference to Wilde’s homosexuality without fully securing this to the text or the question.

32
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Examiner Comments

These opening paragraphs indicate a grasp
of the importance of addressing both the key
words and the context. Textual details are used
in support, though the discussion of Victorian
values is a little simplistic. The response
sustained this focus, gaining secure Level 3
marks for both sections of the marking grid.

Examiner Tip

The candidate could have broadened
the overview of the text by bringing
in additional examples of deception
rather than explaining this one
conversation in such detail.
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Question 13
This play attracted a small but well-informed entry, with most answering this question.

34
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Examiner Comments

This answer commences by addressing the question in an
assured and effective manner. The text is used as the basis
for the developing argument, with close use of language
details. This is supported on the second page by reference
to educational opportunities for the miners, which is in
turn the basis for considering an alternative response.
Despite occasional infelicities in expression, this evaluative
approach merited Level 5 marks.

Examiner Tip

Consider not only when a play is set but also when it
was written and how audiences respond. Although this
play is set in the 1930s and 1940s, it was written in
the Twenty-first Century. This response made effective
use of this later in the essay by mentioning that ‘the
audience already knows [through the use of projection]
that “no University of Ashington was founded”.

Question 14
The few answers to this question produced effective arguments which were prepared to
argue with the premise in the quotation.

36
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Question 15
This play attracted only a handful of response, all of them on this question.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate develops a sophisticated
argument here, with a range of literary terms,
discriminating argument and secure grasp of
context. Sustained throughout, this merited
full marks on both sections of the grid.

Examiner Tip

Without heavy-handed reference to
abstract ideas, this illustrates a telling use
of a feminist response to the play, amply
supported by secure grasp of detail.

Question 16
No responses to this question were seen.
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Question 17
This play attracted relatively few but clearly enthusiastic centres. Confident knowledge of
the texts was used to develop coherent arguments. Responses were usually supported by
detailed and relevant contextual comment without overwhelming the answer with irrelevant
material. Most candidates were fully aware of the fact this was a play and able to comment
on stage directions, audience response, and staging to help develop their debate on the
questions, using AO2 in support of AO5.

40
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Examiner Comments

These are the opening pages of a detailed response
to the question. While the expression is at times a
little awkward, the argument is supported by apt
use of quotation which keeps the debate securely
in view. The candidate demonstrates a secure
understanding of the relevance of key terms such
as tragi-comedy and existentialism. An incident in
Beckett's life is made relevant to the action of the
play. The answer was awarded Level 4 marks.

Examiner Tip

Candidates need a grasp of key terms that apply to
their text, but should ensure that reference to these
arises as an integral part of the discussion of the play.

42
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Question 18
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Examiner Comments

This extract is from the middle of a secure
Level 5 answer, demonstrating among
other aspects the ‘consistently effective
argument’ and sustained ‘evaluative
approach’ that distinguishes this from the
Level 4 example on Q17. The candidate
has developed a sophisticated argument
with the claim in the question that
Vladimir is ‘dominant’, exploring the
‘symbiotic relationship’ with Estragon.
A critic’s comment and a contextual
reference are effectively used in support.

44
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Examiner Tip

More able answers invariably refer
to an aspect of the question in each
paragraph. Candidates are advised
to plan carefully with this in mind.

Paper Summary
Based on their performance in this examination, candidates are offered the following advice:
Section A
More able answers
•

Considered the specified topic carefully and selected their poem for comparison with
both content and poetic craft in mind.

•

Considered the texts first and foremost as poetry.

•

Conveyed a sense of each poem as a whole.

•

Integrated comparison throughout.

•

Embedded details from the texts in their answers.

•

Quoted extracts of more than a few words (especially if longer than one line) on
separate lines, as verse.

•

Explored the writer’s craft with well-chosen details, comparing, and, if relevant,
contrasting their poems.

•

Kept the topic and key words in the question in mind throughout in an effective
argument.

Less able answers
•

Lacked a coherent shape and overview.

•

Lacked a sense of the poems as a whole.

•

Had a limited focus, or attempted to go through the poems line by line or stanza by
stanza, without addressing the topic set.

•

Tackled features and form before considering the overall impact of the poems.

•

Treated the poems separately, confining comparison to brief links, introduction and/or
conclusion.

•

Lacked balance in treatment of the two poems.

•

Listed features without examples, or without explaining the effects created.

Section B
More able answers
•

Addressed the debate in the question throughout, as part of a carefully shaped argument.

•

Supported the discussion by well-chosen details from the play.

•

Considered the play as drama, referring to aspects such as stage directions, productions
seen or alternative ways of staging.

•

Conveyed a sense of the text as a whole and how the topic under discussion related to
the structure of the play.

•

Integrated exploration of the dramatist’s craft into the debate.

•

Based contextual references on the text so that these were integral to the examination
of the play.

•

Were sensitive to different ways in which plays can be received, both at the time of
composition and since.
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•

Were aware that AO3 can include literary context and had a grasp of relevant concepts
such as morality play or comedy of manners and how the play might fit, subvert or
develop the tradition.

•

Ensured that any references to critics or critical schools were directly relevant to the
debate and furthered the argument or provided alternative views.

•

Were not afraid to be tentative and consider different ways of viewing the play.

Less able answers
•

Considered the play chiefly as a story (or even a ‘novel’) rather than as a dramatic text.

•

Treated characters as real people.

•

Made sweeping assertions about context, such as ‘Victorian values’ or attitudes to the
Pope, without detailed reference to the play and the specific time of composition.

•

Made little reference to contextual factors or incorporated sections of general context
without linking these specifically to details in the text.

•

Lacked a clear sense of the debate required by the question, relying more on description
than discussion of possible responses to the proposition in the quotation.

•

Had a narrow focus, for example on one character or part of the play when the question
had a wider application.

As a final note, examiners continue to be troubled by some cases of poor handwriting.
Candidates should be reminded that clear writing makes it easier for the marker to follow
their argument.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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